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An aircraft manufacturer said that if planes  
were produced like buildings, they wouldn’t fly.  
Jean Prouvé

Jean Prouvé  
Room 10 from École de Dieulouard 

France, 1952   |   Ateliers Jean Prouvé 
enameled steel, enameled aluminum, pine, steel, aluminum 
28  w × 33  d × 13.5 h ft (8.53 × 10.06 × 1.63 m) 
 
literature 
Jean Prouvé Complete Works Volume 3: 1944–1954, Sulzer, ppg. 328–329 
discuss commission  
Jean Prouvé, Galerie Patrick Seguin and Sonnabend Gallery, pg. 541 
illustrates related drawings and maquette  
Jean Prouve: Architect for Better Days, Luma Foundation, pg. 166
 
provenance 
École de Dieulouard, France 
Pierre Bergé & Associés, Paris, Arts Décoratifs & Design, 7 June 2012 
Galerie Mandalian-Paillard, Paris 
Collection of Michael and Gabrielle Boyd 
 
$500,000 – 700,000 
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left Drawing for the Exposition  
de Zurich: École “Coque”, three standard 
sections. Photo: Georges Meguerditchian.  
© CNAC /MNAM / Dist. RMN-Grand 
Palais / Art Resource, NY © 2018 Artists 
Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP,  
Paris center Prop Type Maquette  
© Centre Pompidou below Drawing  
for “Coque” system

One doesn’t sit in front of a drawing board and say: 
‘I’m going to build a house like this or like that’. 
Never has such an idea crossed my mind. Quite 
the converse, I have always come to architecture 
asking myself the question: ‘how could I build this 
construction?’ The religion that the architects follow 
isn’t keen on this builder’s reasoning. Jean Prouvé
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Few reputations have soared as stunningly 
as that of Jean Prouvé (1901-84), a metal 
craftsman turned designer and builder.  
Le Corbusier declared that Prouvé “combined 
the soul of an engineer with that of an 
architect”, but—since he lacked professional 
qualifications—such appreciation was rare 
in his lifetime. Ironically, it was he, not the 
architects, who brought good design to the 
masses. He is finally receiving his due as an 
intuitive genius. “Never design anything that 
cannot be made” was his mantra, and his strong, 
simple pieces are imbued with the personality 
of a skilled artisan, who sketched, prototyped, 
and refined hundreds of designs before putting 
them into production. He cared nothing for 
fashion or social acceptance, and everything  
he created has a timeless character.

Like Gerrit Rietveld, whose father crafted 
traditional furniture, Prouvé learned the  
skill of ironworking from his father and other 
metalworkers. As an artisan who was born, 
lived and died in Nancy, a provincial capital 
in northeastern France, he was a hands-on 
innovator, welding sheet metal and opening 
his own atelier in 1923. In 1947 he established 
a factory in Maxéville, outside Nancy, but lost 
it within a decade. Nothing deterred, he built 
a house for his family from scavenged parts, 
and collaborated with Le Corbusier, Pierre 
Jeanneret and Charlotte Perriand on their 
projects while continuing to pursue his own.

Furniture and buildings were problem-solving 
exercises, different only in scale. The consistent 
goal was to achieve maximum utility with a 
minimum of materials at the lowest possible 
cost. His chairs, tables, cabinets and a swinging 
light were produced in quantity for schools  
and universities; the revenue from these, 
partition systems, and window mechanisms 
subsidized his experiments in prefabrication.

Room 10:
Jean Prouvé, École de Dieulouard

Collectors covet authentic vintage originals 
and these have become increasingly rare and 
expensive. It is in the “architecture” of Prouvé—
the buildings—that one can best capture the 
spirit of the man and problem solving designer. 
He described himself as a “constructeur,” 
applying his ingenuity and mechanical skills  
to the provision of shelter and the reform of  
the construction industry. He declared that 
he was “haunted by a passion to build,” and 
realized that ambition on a big scale in 1939, 
when he and two architects completed 
the Maison du Peuple in Clichy. Frank 
Lloyd Wright was deeply impressed. Post-
war achievements include the Aluminum 
Centenary Pavilion in Paris and the Pump 
Room in the spa city of Evian. 

A pioneer of prefabrication, Prouvé designed 
houses and schools as modular kits of parts 
that could be transported to any site, swiftly 
assembled, and just as easily dis-assembled and 
relocated. Room 10 from École de Dieulouard, 
presented here, not only can be relocated, but 
also reimagined, due to the flexibility of the 
modular plan. This cantilevered painted-steel 
structure can be repurposed for any number  
of uses—from an open pavilion without walls,  
to the first or second story of an enclosed 
house, to a skeletal framework sculpture, 
imbedded in a large open interior space.

Prouvé created a series of tropical houses  
for the administrators of French colonies in 
West Africa, three of which were recovered 
from Brazzaville, scarred with bullet holes from 
the civil war. These architectural nomads were 
his proudest achievements and he dreamed  
of creating them en masse to solve the post-
war housing crisis in France. Tradition-bound 
builders, an oppressive bureaucracy, and public 
resistance to innovation frustrated that goal 
and production was limited to Prouvé’s  
small factory.

Room 10 (identified by the classroom number 
stenciled on its door) is one of four surviving 
modules from a school in Dieulouard, a small 
town in northeastern France. Three of the  
four extant structures have been repainted  
in fire engine red—Room 10 is the only one  
of the quartet to retain its original Prouvé pale 
yellow paint. Room 10 comes with the original 
French oak wall panels (in original finish!) 
replete with original aluminum hooks, and 
metal roof, which complement the intricate 
joints of the structural frame. Another example 
of this model was re-assembled for permanent 
exhibition for the Tokyo Museum of Modern 
Art at Okayama, Japan, in September, 2016.

This installation was supervised by French 
architect Alain Banneel, who is an authority  
and expert (with hands on experience) on 
Prouvé prefabricated houses and structures. 
Banneel is one of the central characters,  
along with Paris gallerist Patrick Seguin,  
in the exhilarating adventure of the Prouvé 
demountable house resurgence. The journey 
began when Banneel restored one of three 
tropical houses that architecture historian 
Robert Rubin acquired in Brazzaville, Congo. 
The trip continued when Banneel exhibited the 
Brazzaville structure in New Haven at the Yale 
School of Architecture; then the odyssey went 
on to Los Angeles where Banneel supervised 
the installation at the Hammer Museum. 
Amazingly this one nomadic structure went on 
to be shown at the Centre Pompidou in Paris—
and finally at the Nancy Museum of Arts, in 
the hometown of Jean Prouvé. The legend of 
the traveling Brazzaville house was the original 
inspiration behind the idea of collecting the 
demountable structures of Prouvé. 

Michael Webb

above Model for the “Coque” school 
system left The present lot, Room 10  
from École de Dieulouard, installed  
in Wright’s exhibition space 

Buvette de la source Cachat à Evian  
by Jean Prouvé and Maurice Novarina.  
© CNAC / MNAM / Dist. RMN-Grand 
Palais /Art Resource, NY 
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Each of the propped-type schoolrooms  
(like Room 10) were assembled as a linear 
sequence of these modules, which could 
easily be extended to accommodate growth. 
Modules from other schools were repurposed: 
a trio were joined to form an architect’s office, 
another became a chapel, and a few have 
toured to museums and galleries around  
the world. 

There is a two-fold appeal to these architectural 
gems. First, the adaptability that was built into 
the very concept of structures that sometimes 
traveled thousands of miles to realize their 
purpose and then returned to find a different 
role. Expert counsel on assembly and possible 
uses is readily available from the architect  
Alain Banneel—and the potential of these 
structures is limited only by the imagination  
of their owners. One could imagine the 
skeleton standing on a rise as a folly in the 
tradition of 18th-century landscape gardens,  
or close-up as a Constructivist sculpture.  
It might be glazed to serve as a garden pavilion, 
an artist’s studio, or a pool cabana. 

For lovers of modern design, Prouvé is a link 
to the pioneers who extolled the machine 
as an object of beauty. And he followed in 
the footsteps of 19th-century engineers who 
exposed the structural frame of train sheds, 
bridges and the Eiffel Tower, even as architects 
and arbiters of taste sought to conceal these 
skeletons behind ornate masonry facades.  
It’s the triumph of honesty over artifice.

As architecture professor Mark Wigley wrote  
in his essay, The Low-Flying Architecture 
of Jean Prouvé, “The very depth of his 
commitment to lightness, mobility, efficiency 
and the model of aircraft construction isolated 
him from all the architects who claimed to 
be inspired by those very goals but never 
really considered architecture to be a kind 
of machine. Like [Buckminster] Fuller, he 
thought architecture should fly and insisted 
that this required a complete rethinking of the 
way buildings were made and the role of the 
architect.”1 It’s worth noting that Fuller, justly 
famed as a visionary, was far less practical than 
Prouvé; neither the Dymaxion car nor house 

got beyond the prototype stage, and he  
is best remembered for the geodesic dome. 
Prouvé was a firmly-grounded visionary and 
his greatest legacy is the Centre Pompidou in 
Paris, where he convinced the jury he chaired 
to award the commission to two young and 
inexperienced architects, Richard Rogers  
and Renzo Piano.

Each piece of vintage original Jean Prouvé 
furniture is a universe in itself. Alison and  
Peter Smithson noted, to paraphrase, that the 
design DNA of a Mies building is present in  
a Barcelona Chair. Prouvé himself said: “there  
is no difference between the construction  
of an item of furniture and that of a house.”  
By extension, then, to consider repurposing a 
complete and all-original kit for a Jean Prouvé 
demountable building is an intriguing prospect. 
The functionalist Prouvé conceptual essence 
can be felt and seen in a Standard Chair and 
Room 10. The idea is integral to both; the only 
thing different is scale. Whether small or large, 
here or there—wherever the designs of Jean 
Prouvé reside in the world for the moment, 
they are historic and heroic monuments.

He cared nothing for fashion or social 
acceptance, and everything he created  
has a timeless character.

1 Jean Prouvé: Architect for Better Days  
(Luma Foundation / Phaidon, 2017)

above Maison du peuple de Clichy  
(1935–1939), Eugène Beaudoin and Marcel 
Lods architects, Bodiansky engineer,  
Jean Prouvé constructeur.© CNAC /
MNAM /Dist. RMN-Grand Palais / Art 
Resource, NY © 2018 Artists Rights 
Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, 
Paris left Southern view of École de 
Dieulouard (1951–1952), Jean Brossard 
and Louis Weiler, architects. Jean Prouvé 
constructeur. Photo © Erika Sulzer-
Kleinemeier © 2018 Artists Rights Society 
(ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris
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For how many years do we build today? Houses 
should be built to last 25 to 30 years. What is 
built in concrete lasts for centuries, it cannot be 
destroyed again. For urban planners, such long lasting 
construction is a catastrophe, it blocks potential 
construction sites […] I’d much rather see buildings 
for about 30 years (one generation), so that afterward 
they can be moved or torn down (used again or sold 
on the second-hand market). Our children will want 
to do something completely different. Jean Prouvé



L’œuvre de Jean Prouvé existe par le parcours 
de l’homme dans un total engagement. Une 
famille de peintres, une éducation du dessin  
et de la forge, une connaissance de la matière 
et des hommes, une ouverture vers les autres 
pour des rencontres, pour le vivre ensemble, 
créer ensemble.

Le travail de la matière, la malléabilité du fer,   
à chaud à la forge l’homme le transforme, à 
froid le pliage permet la réalisation de sections 
à inertie variable, juste la matière nécessaire 
alors que l’on en manque.

Le regard sur l’évolution du monde, parois 
légères de carlingues d’avion contre parois 
maçonnées auto stables. Le rêve d’un monde 
nouveau est possible.

La liberté de créer, de construire sont acquises 
par la volonté d’indépendance, un atelier,  
de l’outillage, la réflexion sur le nécessaire  
et suffisant de matière. L’élégance par la culture 
du dessin, par la porte ouverte du bureau 
d’études de l’atelier pour l’accueil d’artistes  
et d’architectes qui apportent leur réflexion 
dans un renouvellement permanent.

Quand on réunit tous ces paramètres, il  
me semble que là est le secret d’une grande 
créativité, d’une forme de liberté de l’homme 
complet au sens du 17 ème siècle.

The work of Jean Prouvé exists because  
of his dedication, training, and life experience. 
He hailed from a family of artists, and received 
an education in design and forging. He had  
a deep knowledge of blacksmithing, and 
was also very socially conscious. He enjoyed 
meeting, creating and collaborating with  
other artists throughout his life.

He knew how to manipulate his product as a 
skilled craftsman, transforming iron through hot 
and cold forging, creating sections of various 
inertia, even when the material was scarce.

Seeing the evolution of the world, the light 
weight of an aircraft’s fuselage versus the 
heaviness of a masonry wall, the dream of  
a new world became possible.

His freedom to create and to build was 
acquired through a desire for independence,  
in the workshop with his tools, reflecting on  
the necessary and sufficient materials.

The elegance of his work is due to the culture 
of drawing, to the open door of his studio 
office to artists and architects who contributed 
critique and constant re-thinking.

With all these qualities combined, therein 
lies what I believe is the mystery of the great 
creativity of Jean Prouvé. They explain the 
limitless mind of this great man, similar to  
the 17th century Renaissance man.

Jean Prouvé: A Limitless Mind
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Alain Banneel has been central to the 
construction of several demountable structures 
by Jean Prouvé, as undertaken by Robert 
Rubin and others, since 2005 when the Tropical 
House, Brazzaville was retrieved from Africa. 
The moveable structure went on an elaborate 
world tour, starting in France, at Presles, in 
the hometown of Alain Banneel. The project 
then moved on to New Haven at Yale, where 
Robert Rubin was studying architecture history. 
Next the mobile structure was installed in 
the gardens of the Hammer Museum at the 
University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). 
Then the Tropical House was exhibited in Paris, 
at Centre Georges Pompidou. Eventually the 
structure was put up in Nancy, the hometown of 
Jean Prouvé, first at the Musée d’Art Moderne  
de Nancy, and then at The Musée de Fer 
before finally being erected in Brussels, at the 
Citroen Garage. Alain Banneel supervised  
and spearheaded each of these installations 
and exhibitions of the Tropical House. Recently, 
Banneel installed a Propped Type demountable 
structure from École de Dieulouard—just like 
Room 10 offered here but repainted a fire 
engine red—permanently at the Museum  
of Modern Art in Tokyo. 

Michael Boyd

It takes a keen intuition and deep knowledge 
of the design and engineering behind these 
incredible moving buildings to resurrect  
and stabilize them for use in the 21st century.  
It is a study in cantilevers, balance, structural 
strength, and weight distribution, not to 
mention the many logical intricacies to the 
assembly. The story of these remarkable pop-
up exhibitions is a journey in itself and Banneel 
has traveled alongside these works telling the 
legendary story of the nomadic architecture  
of Jean Prouvé.

Prouvé said “there is no difference between 
the design of a piece of furniture and that of a 
house.” Whether considered as scaled-up case 
work, cabinetry for living, or micro-architecture, 
Room 10 has flexibility in functional plan and 
aesthetic architectural presence. The delicacy 
of the structure belies the ideals pursued. 
The ultimate goal for pioneering modernist 
architects and designers was to achieve 

affordable and practical housing for the  
masses, yet to simultaneously bring forth  
a successful, serviceable design that can also 
be sublime, aspirational, and inspiring. Jean 
Prouvé has seen to this universal and classic 
appeal with his factory made prefabricated 
bent sheet steel elements. Alain Banneel  
is fluent in the language and process of Atelier 
Prouvé, and because of this, is uniquely 
qualified to extend the simple and beautiful 
idea into the future, adapting it for many uses 
in various environments. The system can be 
constructed as a pavilion, with or without walls, 
or it can be constructed as a building, as a first  
or second story. 

When Modernism’s founding father Walter 
Gropius visited Oscar Niemeyer’s home  
built into the natural rock at Canoas, in Brazil, 
he famously noted that, to paraphrase, 
although it was beyond beautiful, it was not  
a “multipliable” design solution; it was not  

an idea that could be applied to the issues  
of mass housing. Niemeyer of course was quick 
to point out that this was not the point of the 
project. Great mutual respect aside, Gropius’ 
comments were misdirected. For a design  
to be fitting for both public and private use—
to offer an elegant solution for the ongoing 
question of public housing, while also exuding  
a connoisseur’s high-style, is most unusual.  
Jean Prouvé however, does just that with his 
mobile architecture.

Another related timeless design from  
the Atelier Jean Prouvé in Maxéville, is the 
demountable Standard Chair that shipped 
flat and functioned flawlessly for Air France, 
Brazzaville and other remote locations in the 
1950s. This chair is a perfect example of what 
might be called “engineering made visible.” 
The leg at the underside of the seat flairs  
out to support weight and then tapers off  
and down to near weightlessness where the 
strength of the structure is less critical. There  
is effervescence and lightness in the design  
of the Standard Chair that immediately conveys 
form emerging from engineering requirements, 
as opposed to form born of a flight of aesthetic 
fancy. Room 10 echoes this unspoken truth, 
a no-nonsense approach, culminating in the 
creation of a design object where function 
and elegant beauty are integral and atomic, 
inseparable from each other. 

Big or small, here or there, then or now,  
the timeless and elegant solutions of Jean 
Prouvé engage both the mind and the body. 
Practical use and truth in material is the basis  
of the Prouvé philosophy. The universal 
aesthetic of beauty and purity is a by-product 
of this ultimate honesty and practicality, literally 
coming out of engineering. Yes, Prouvé’s 
eternal Standard Chair cradles the body, but 
also soothes the spirit. We as viewer have an 
immediate and innate sense of the invisible 
calculations required for a Standard Chair or 
a Propped Type demountable structure, as we 
confront each perfect, pared down object. 
Prouvé’s dream of affordable housing for the 
masses and his use of industrial methodology 
for domestic application did not materialize 
largely during his lifetime, but the crystalline 
credo remains and guides us—face the world’s 
design problems with total truth-saying and 
fearlessness.

The Nomadic Constructor:  
Jean Prouvé and Alain Banneel

left Portrait of Alain Banneel;  
Bicylette (1941) by Jean Prouvé from  
the Collection of Michael and Gabrielle 
Boyd. below Classroom from École  
de Dieulouard at the Museum of 
Modern Art, Tokyo. Photo courtesy of 
Alain Banneel. Prouvé’s Chaise CB22 
(c. 1947) disassembled. Photo: Georges 
Meguerditchian. © CNAC /MNAM /Dist. 
RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource, NY  
© 2018 Artists Rights Society (ARS),  
New York / ADAGP, Paris

Drawing of the “crutch” for the prop-
type classroom (1952). Photo: Georges 
Meguerditchian. © CNAC / MNAM / Dist. 
RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource, NY  
© 2018 Artists Rights Society (ARS),  
New York / ADAGP, Paris
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above Interior view into École de Dieulouard 
Photo © Erika Sulzer-Kleinemeier © 2018 
Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York /  
ADAGP, Paris right General plan of 
École de Dieulouard Photo © Archives 
Départementales de Muerthe-et-Moselle, 
Nancy © 2018 Artists Rights Society  
(ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris

Steel sheet, aluminum sheet—both can be welded. 
Where both are balanced with large frame structures 
that are also welded, and for which there is an 
evolving language of expression, they will serve  
as the basis for floors and facades, especially 
in modern buildings. The will make for lighter 
construction, and this results in economy as well as 
speed of execution and installation, quality in terms  
of the equipment used, economy in terms of mass 
production, and a new dawn for the new architecture 
that will characterize our times. Jean Prouvé
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Description Quantité Largeur (cm) Profondeur (cm) Longueur (cm)

Porte /  Door 1 88 3.5 210

Montants muraux /  Wall uprights 8 101 9 – 31 313

Embouts de support verticaux  /   Wall end caps 2 31 317

Menottes (longues)  /   Mullion uprights (long) 9 6.5 6 306

Menottes (court)  /   Mullion uprights (short) 5 6 6.5 158
Mullion avec mécanisme de fenêtre  /    
Mullion with window mechanism 4 6 6.5 159
Cove moulage en aluminium  /   Cove moulding 
aluminum 16 105 5 28

Support en aluminium  /   Window sash channel 8 3 10 210

Panneaux muraux en bois  /   Wall panels wood 7 98 138
étagères avec des crochets d’origine  /    
Shelves with hooks 7

Panneau en métal émaillé  /   Enameled metal panel 7 94 2 33

Section de toit  /   Roof panel 8 104 34 13 meters

Section de toit  /   Roof panels (for wall sections) 2 56 34 13 meters

Étagères en bois  /   Wood shelves 18 93 22 3
Moulure de bois (avec boulons d’origine)  /    
Wood molding (with original hardware) 69 7.5 2 177
Moulure de bois (avec boulons d’origine)  /    
Wood molding (with original hardware) 18.5 7.5 2 295
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